CASE STUDY # 37

DATE: July 2013

CLIENT: 54 year old left -handed male

Subjective Complaint: Hemorrhoids for the past 2 weeks. Client reports that he has been suffering from hemorrhoids for the past two weeks with only temporary relief with using different remedies and creams. He admits that he has also tried Epson salt baths with no real change. During his maintenance chiropractic visit, he was asking about the GNM perspective.

Observation: Client was treated for his spinal subluxations and joint restrictions.

Organs Affected: lining of the rectum
Embryonic Germ Layer: ectoderm
Brain Control Center: left side of the temporal lobe

GNM Explanation: Hemorrhoids are related to a territorial anger conflict, or anything upsetting regarding his domain or his territory (because he is left-handed). This Biological Program involves ulceration of the rectum lining during the Conflict Active Phase and tissue refilling and restoration during the Healing Phase. The client is currently in a hanging healing which leads to hemorrhoids, swelling and pain. The original conflict must be identified and brought to his awareness in order for the SBS to be completed.

GNM Understanding: The client recognized that his conflict must be related to the fact that he was currently in the process of changing careers and needed to pass an examination in order to be hired for a new position with a different company. However, he admits that he failed the exam twice and realized how difficult it was at this point in his life to study and pass the examination (his DHS). However, despite his frustrations, he decided that he would continue to study and work hard to attempt to pass the exam again. He states that he wanted to set an example for his kids to never give up regardless of how difficult things get in life. He admits that his own children were questioning why he was putting himself through the stress of studying at his age, when he didn't really have to. The client indicates that two weeks ago he actually passed the exam. He now recalls that he got the hemorrhoids on the same day he received his passing grade. Once he passed the exam, he quickly contacted the company that was planning to hire him. However, after speaking with them over the phone, he realized that the contract they were offering was not as lucrative as he originally thought. He is now planning to reject their offer and stay with his current company. He reports that he has yet to give the new company his final decision, which could explain why he is still in a hanging healing.
Results: The client understood his correlations and the fact that he was already in the healing phase. He was encouraged to make the emotional connection and also to realize that he will potentially complete the Biological Program once his final decision is official.

A follow up phone call one week later revealed that his symptoms resolved within two days of our conversation as he finalized his decision to stay with his original company.

For clarification of specific terms, visit the glossary or site search feature in our GNM website
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